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Strong-coupling phases of thet-t8 Hubbard model
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We study the strong-coupling regime of thet-t8 Hubbard model, filled up to the level of the van Hove
singularities, by means of an exact diagonalization approach. We characterize the different phases of the model
by the different sectors of the Hilbert space with given quantum numbers. By looking for the ground state of
the system, we find essentially the competition between a state with incipient ferromagnetism and other
mimicking a d-wave condensate, which has the lowest energy in a large region of the phase space.
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During recent years there have been increasingly accu
measures by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscop
copper-oxide compounds, giving much insight into the p
nomenology of these materials.1 Near the optimal doping for
superconductivity the hole-doped compounds use to s
extended van Hove singularities close to the Fermi lev
which are located near the high-symmetry poin
~p,0!,~0,p!.1,2 On the other hand, in the carrier-free regim
the materials show antiferromagnetic correlations, with a d
persion relation which has peaks at the points~6p/2,6p/2!.3

A most interesting problem is therefore to understand
drastic change that the Fermi surface may suffer by the
fluence of doping.4

The framework that has been proposed to address
theoretical issues is that of thet-t8-U model5 ~or its strong-
coupling version, thet-t8-J model6!, as it is generally be-
lieved that strong correlation effects have to be respons
for the electronic properties of the cuprates. Next-to-near
neighbor hoppingt8 has to be introduced for a more accura
description of the dispersion relation in the insulating phas7

The distinctive feature of thet-t8-U model is that the leve
of half-filling does not coincide with the level correspondin
to the two van Hove singularities. Thus, it should be poss
to establish a clearer separation between the effects of
antiferromagnetic correlations and those due to the app
ance of the extended saddle points. There have been atte
to propose a purely electronic mechanism of superconduc
ity in systems with van Hove singularities close to the Fer
level.8–10 What is essential in those models is the existe
of some enhanced channel favoring the exchange of sin
pairs. They represent an alternative to the picture earlier
posed in which the pairing interaction is supposed to a
from the short-range antiferromagnetic correlations.11

In the present paper we study the correlations which m
dominate at the van Hove singularities, by performing
exact diagonalization of thet-t8 Hubbard model in a 434
lattice ~with periodic boundary conditions!. The Hamiltonian
of the model is

H52t(
i , j ,s

cis
† cjs1t8 (

i , j ,s
cis
† cjs1U(

i
ni↑ni↓ , ~1!
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wheres5↑,↓, the first sum is over nearest neighborsi , j , the
second sum over next-to-nearest neighbors, andni is the
electron number operator at sitei . A typical contour map of
the dispersion relation~for t8,0.5) is shown in Fig. 1. We
are especially interested in the situation in which the v
Hove shell, comprising the four degenerate states at~p,0!
and~0,p!, is half-filled. We will pursue the determination o
the lowest-energy state in each of the sectors with differ
quantum numbers. By looking for the ground state of t
model we will be able to study the interplay among the d
ferent phases of the system and, as long as we are relyin
a quantity~the ground state energy! that probes the lattice a
a whole, we may hope to predict properties with less infl
ence from finite-size effects. This procedure is similar to t
applied to the Hubbard model,12 where it appears to be safe
than the evaluation of correlation functions on the small l
tice scale.13

Our starting point is the lattice in Fig. 1, filled with 1
particles for the 32 available one-particle states. For the n
interacting theory (U50), this means that the ground state

FIG. 1. Contour map of dispersion relation for thet-t8 Hubbard
model. The van Hove shell~VHS! is shown.
367 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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368 56J. GONZÁLEZ AND J. V. ALVAREZ
sixfold degenerate. The six states are given by the diffe
occupations of the van Hove pointsA at ~p,0! andB at ~0,p!.
We may classify them according to the total momentumP
and total spinS, ending up with aS51 triplet atP5~p,p!,

uT1&5cA↑
† cB↑

† uO&,

uT0&5
1

A2
~cA↑

† cB↓
† 1cA↓

† cB↑
† !uO&,

uT21&5cA↓
† cB↓

† uO&, ~2!

a spin singlet atP5~p,p!,

uP&5
1

A2
~cA↑

† cB↓
† 2cA↓

† cB↑
† !uO&, ~3!

and two spin singlets atP5~0,0!

uD&5
1

A2
~cA↑

† cA↓
† 2cB↑

† cB↓
† !uO&, ~4!

uS&5
1

A2
~cA↑

† cA↓
† 1cB↑

† cB↓
† !uO&. ~5!

The statesuD& anduS& ~as well asuT0& anduP&) differ in the
quantum number associated with the transformation by
change of the two components of the momentum, that is,
of the generators of the lattice symmetry group. The trip
state would be the precursor of a state with nonzero mag
tization for systems with larger size, whileuP& would corre-
spond to a paramagnetic or antiferromagnetic state with
tendency to the uniform alignment of spins. On the oth
hand, theuD& state mimics the fluctuation of pairs betwe
the two van Hove singularities, providing a simplified ve
sion of ad-wave condensate. In what follows we study ho
the degeneracy between these states is broken when th
teraction is turned on, interpreting the corresponding gro
state as an incipient signal of what should be the domin
correlation in the model.

By considering the interaction of the particles in the v
Hove shell with the rest of closed shells in the Fermi sea~but
without allowing yet for particle-hole screening process!
we see that the above ground-state degeneracy is par
lifted. To first order inU, the energy of each of the abov
multiplets is

EuT&5Ekin1
U

NS nFS2 12DnFS2 1O~U2!,

EuD&5Ekin1
U

NF S nFS2 11D 221G1O~U2!,

EuP&5Ekin1
U

NF S nFS2 11D 211G1O~U2!,

EuS&5Ekin1
U

NF S nFS2 11D 211G1O~U2!, ~6!
nt

x-
e
t
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o
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whereEkin is the kinetic energy of the particles,nFS is the
number of particles in closed shells, andN is the number of
lattice sites. We see that to this perturbative order the sta
uT& and uD& have both the lowest energy. If we had an ex
tended saddle point, for instance, and the possibility
placing a numberm of particles nearA or B in a more
degenerate level, it is clear that aligning the spin of them
particles would produce a state with an energy'Ekin
1(U/N)(nFS/21m)nFS/21O(U2), while any state made of
a condensate of singlet pairs could hardly lower its ener
from 'Ekin1(U/N)@(nFS1m)/2#21O(U2). It seems there-
fore that, in the weak-coupling regime of a model with
high density of states close to the Fermi level, a state with
macroscopic amount of magnetization is energetica
favored.14 One has to bear in mind, however, that this arg
ment works only for a weak-coupling constant. The influenc
of particle-hole processes and screening turns out to be c
cial in the presence of the van Hove singularities. In o
434 lattice model one may check that, already at values
the coupling constant as small asU'2t, there is a value of
t8 below which the state corresponding touP& dressed with
particle-hole processes gets lower energy than that ofuT&.
Our exact diagonalization study becomes relevant mainly
the strong-coupling regime, where there is no forecast
what may be the symmetry of the ground state.

As an illustration of the effects at largeU we have plotted
in Fig. 2 the evolution of the minimum values of the energ
in the different sectors with the respective quantum numbe
of the uT&, uD&, anduP& states, in the region of smallt8 and
U58t. From the computational point of view, we have re
duced the Hilbert space in each case by using all the gene
tors of the lattice symmetry group,15 and we have imple-
mented a Davidson algorithm to obtain the lowest-ener
state in each sector. The plot in Fig. 2 shows that above
certain value oft8 the ground state is found in the sector with
the symmetry of theuD& state and, in fact, it corresponds to
the originaluD& state in Eq.~4! dressed with a large amoun
of particle-hole processes from the Fermi sea of our mod
However, in the region of very smallt8 (<0.02t), the lowest
energy is reached in the sector of theuP& state. This is con-
sistent with what we expect from the Hubbard model, that

FIG. 2. Minimum value of energy in the sectors ofuD&, uT&, and
uP& states~asterisks, diamonds and triangles, respectively! in the
region of smallt8 andU58t.
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56 369STRONG-COUPLING PHASES OF THEt-t8 HUBBARD MODEL
what we recover in the limitt8→0, although with a signifi-
cant deviation from half-filling. The ground state that we fi
in that regime corresponds to what should be a state w
paramagnetic or antiferromagnetic properties in larger
tices. It is worthwhile to remark that such a state become
highly excited state in our study for sufficiently large valu
of the next-to-nearest-neighbor hopping, being also ov
riden by the lowest-energy state with spinS51 above some
value oft8. The two crossings of levels that we appreciate
Fig. 2 have a genuine quantum character, since we hav
ready seen that at a very-weak-coupling constant the gro
state has to become essentially either the triplet state in
~2! or the uD& state in Eq.~4!.

We have to stress, though, that the results we obtain
function of thet8 parameter may serve only as a qualitati
guide for what have to be the correct physical picture
larger lattices. The condition of sticking at the level of t
van Hove singularities, for instance, implies in general t
the filling level needs to be adjusted as thet8 parameter is
varied. The simplicity of our model, however, makes t
particle number insensitive to changes int8, so that the van
Hove shell is half-filled with a total of 12 particles for the 3
available one-particle states~corresponding tôn&50.75) up
to t850.5t. We obtain the correct physical picture in th
limit of the Hubbard modelt8→0, where the distribution of
one-particle levels of the 434 lattice is quite even in the
spectrum. It is less clear, though, the dependence that
ground state description may have on lattice size for la
values oft8 where the dispersion relation is significantly di
torted, especially for values close tot850.5t where the
Fermi line through the van Hove points degenerates int
pair of straight lines. In this low-density regime one may n
expect much influence from particle-hole processes
screening effects, while the degeneration of states at the
tom of the dispersion relation could favor the appearance
a ferromagnetic instability,16 leading to a modification in the
larger lattices of the trend observed in Fig. 2~see below!.

Another issue is the fact that the Fermi line may a
change with respect to the noninteracting form, depending
the value ofU. A quantitative determination of the Ferm
line is obviously unfeasible in the small lattice studied, bu
makes sense otherwise to consider how the momentum
tribution function deviates from the noninteracting case. W
have taken for this purpose the ground state correspondin
the valuest850.3t and U510t, computing the values o
n(k) over the points available in the Brillouin zone. Th
distribution function is represented in Fig. 3. It becom
clear that the values ofn(k) for the unoccupied states a
U50 differ only slightly from zero, even in the prese
strong-coupling situation. Thus, although the momentum
tribution function may suffer from significant finite-size e
fects, it seems consistent to consider that the van Hove s
is half-filled in our model with the above-mentioned numb
of particles. It turns out, on the other hand, that this is
relevant filling to study pairing effects at the van Hove s
gularities since adding or removing two more partic
would result in a closed-shell configuration with a we
established ground state.

We have studied the behavior of the model at increas
values ofU and next-to-nearest-neighbor hoppingt850.3t,
which is adequate for making contact with the phenomen
th
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ogy of the cuprates. The sectors which may have candida
for the ground state of the system have again the quantu
numbers ofuT&, uD&, and uP&, at least up toU512t. It can
be checked that states with momentum different from (0,0
or (p,p) or spin different from 0 or 1 have much higher
energy. Furthermore, any state with the quantum numbers
uS& is always an excited state of the system. In the mention
range of the coupling constant, the ground state turns out
be theuD& state conveniently dressed by particle-hole pro
cesses from the closed shells of the Fermi sea. We ha
represented in Fig. 4 the difference in energy of such a sta
with the state of minimum energy in the sector ofuP& and in
Fig. 5 with respect to the corresponding lowest-energy sta
built from uT&. It becomes clear that the state which could
signal the appearance of antiferromagnetic order has
chance of being the ground state of the system, for the val
of t850.3t considered. Moreover, the results plotted in Fig
5 show that the state which mimics thed-wave condensate
has always lower energy than the triplet state up to the lar
est valueU510t considered. It is important to note that at
the largest values ofU the energy difference between the
two levels has a very slow decline, which makes it unlikel

FIG. 3. Occupation numbern(k) for the ground state with
t850.3t, U510t ~solid line!. The values in the noninteracting case
~dashed line! are also shown for comparison.

FIG. 4. Difference between minimum energies of the secto
containinguP& and uD& states (t850.3t).
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370 56J. GONZÁLEZ AND J. V. ALVAREZ
that the triplet state may become the ground state for a n
value ofU. The situation seems similar to the case of N
gaoka ferromagnetism, where this effect is found in the sm
434 lattice for very large values ofU (.60t), although the
nature of the ferromagnetism may be quite different in t
present model. The persistence of theuD& state as the ground
state of the system over a large region of the parameter s
provides good reason to believe that the correspond
d-wave condensate may continue playing that role in
larger lattices.

The possible crossing of levels between the singlet w
d-wave symmetry and theS51 state is also reminiscent of
phenomenon studied in small clusters of the hexagonal
tice. In those systems the regime in which the singlet prev
as the ground state has been linked to the effect of pair b
ing above half-filling.17 The hexagonal lattice at half-filling
has strictly two Fermi points, which makes it likely that suc
a pair binding may rely on the resonance of electron pair
the Fermi level. The important difference with respect to t
model with the two van Hove singularities is that the dens
of states for the hexagonal lattice goes to zero at the Fe
points, which is just the opposite of the situation that we
facing. This may explain why the ground state with pa
fluctuating between the two van Hove points is more sta
in this case, persisting over a much wider range of values
U than in the clusters studied in Ref. 17.

The results that we have obtained have to be taken a
how with the reserve inherent to the use of a small lattice
the exact diagonalization approach. As we have pointed
before, our analysis is likely to be relevant in the study of t

FIG. 5. Difference between minimum energies of the sect
containinguT& and uD& states (t850.3t).
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strong-coupling regime, where the effects of screening du
particle-hole processes are difficult to assess by any o
method. Moreover, our results apply directly to the ze
temperature regime of the system, while the use of ot
approaches like the quantum Monte Carlo method mak
very difficult to perform extrapolations to the limit of van
ishing temperature. This drawback seems to be overco
anyhow in the study of thet-t8 Hubbard model of Ref. 16
where it is claimed that atU54t and t850.47t a signal of
ferromagnetism is present in the model. For those value
the couplings our picture does not differ much qualitative
from what is shown in Figs. 4 and 5, but this is consiste
with the fact that the signal found in Ref. 16 is so weak th
requires lattices as large as 16316 for the ferromagnetism to
be observed. It has to be stressed that the valuet850.47t is
very close to the point in which the Fermi sea degenera
into a pair of straight lines, making the analysis of the sc
tering processes of Ref. 16 in terms of ladder diagrams q
appropriate. Our approach, however, has to be relevant f
completely different regime, which arises when particle-h
processes induce strong screening effects in the model.18

Of course, in an ideal analytical framework one should
able to deal simultaneously with the description of screen
processes and scattering in the particle-particle channel.
way to accomplish this would be to adopt a renormalizat
group approach, taking first into account the scaling of
different channels and studying then the behavior of the
sponse functions. The two channels that are not irrelev
apart from the forward scattering channel,19 are the scatter-
ing V of pairs about the same van Hove singularity and
scatteringṼ of pairs from one singularity to the other. Th
regime in which the intrasingularity screening domina
making V,Ṽ ~which happens above certain value oft8)
seems to lead to an instability favoring the condensation
pairs with opposite amplitude in the two van Hov
singularities.9 This is nothing but a new version of the Kohn
Luttinger mechanism,20 in which the anisotropy of the
screening effects arises in a natural way. The supercond
ing instability may therefore be competing with the abov
mentioned ferromagnetic instability, at least for values
t8 not very close to 0.5t. It would be worthwhile to develop
some computational scheme with which to perform an
trapolation of our results to larger lattice sizes, in order to
whether the evidence found ford-wave superconductivity
survives in the strong-coupling regime.

We want to thank F. Guinea for his collaboration at t
early stages of this work. Useful discussions with R. Hlub
and S. Sorella are also acknowledged.
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